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CALIFORNIA STYLE 

MUST-HAVE SPRING 
PIECES FROM THE 
GOLDEN STATE’S  
TOP TRENDSETTERS

WHAT TO  
WEAR NOW  

FROM FLORAL 
AND FRINGE TO 
GINGHAM AND 

GLADIATORS

FRESH 
START

PLUS
TOM FORD & 

LISA EISNER’S  
FASHIONABLE 

FRIENDSHIP

MEET HOLLYWOOD’S 
BRIGHTEST NEW STAR 
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Beauty Bits
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BEAUTY

ROSE PARADE

I
’m drawn to facial plastic 
surgery because it’s such 
meticulous work,” says 
Rami K. Batniji, M.D., 
F.A.C.S. “It’s the perfect 
blend of my childhood 

passions for science and art.” One of only a handful 
of physicians in the region who specialize exclusively 
in cosmetic surgery for the face and neck, Batniji’s 
results-driven—and often unconventional—approach 
to plastic surgery has earned him a legion of local 
and international followers. So large, in fact, that the 
SoCal native, who opened his Newport Beach offi ce in 
2006, has recently expanded his practice to the heart of 
Beverly Hills.

“We wanted a more central location for our patients 
who travel great distances,” explains Batniji, who 
now splits his time between the two offi ces. From the 
privacy of his new light-drenched space, Batniji starts 
by providing clients with in-depth consultations, 
complete with photo rendering. There is an accredited 

surgery center on site, where procedures are performed 
in one of two operating rooms, with nose jobs and 
face-, neck- and eye-lifts topping the most-requested 
list. Not ready to go under the knife? Batniji and his 
team also offer fi llers and injectables such as Botox and 
Juvéderm, plus noninvasive contouring treatments like 
Exilis, so clients can temporarily stave off fi ne lines and 
tighten skin.

When it comes to the popular rhinoplasty surgery, 
Batniji prides himself on his state-of-the-art approach 
involving a new Swiss-made device—which he 
helped develop—that aids in reshaping the bone with 
minimal bruising and swelling. Other nontraditional-
yet-effective techniques Batniji employs include 
neck-lifts done from a small incision beneath the 
chin (instead of behind the ears) to pull muscles in 
a posterior direction for a smoother fi nish. “It’s a 
collaborative process,” Batniji says. “We work with our 
patients to achieve a more vibrant appearance without 
compromising their inherent beauty.” 416 N. Bedford 

Dr., Ste. 200, B.H., 310-467-2180; drbatniji.com. 

Top O.C. plastic surgeon Dr. Rami 
K. Batniji brings his cutting-edge 
techniques to Beverly Hills 
BY ROOPIKA MALHOTRA

The season’s delicate hues of peach, 
coral and cream will make you blush

Dr. Rami K. Batniji

Longchamp

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE Hourglass Modernist eyeshadow 
palette in Monochrome, $58. Givenchy Le Prisme 

blush in Inspiration Rose, $44. Dior Addict gloss in 
Fastes, $29.50. M.A.C Isabel and Ruben Toledo lipstick 
in Oxblood, $17.50. NARS Porto Venere Eye Paint, $25. 

NEWPORT BEACH + BEVERLY HILLS

The 
Transformer
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